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tonga 11II A peace corps program
BY ERIC SHUMWAY THE CHURCH COLLEGE OF HAWAII

peace corps language training is and memorization of generaliza-
tionsalways an exciting frantic wonder-

fully
of language phenomena gram-

marproductive affair the tonga 11II rules nor is it a deductive
language program conducted last fall kind of reasoning based on a know-

ledgeunder the direction of the university of generalizations of langu-
ageof hawaii on the lush east end of mo phenomena most high school

lokai was typically successful and college courses in foreign
at seven oclock in the morning of language are based on these pre-

misesoctober 22 five peace corps volun-
teers

language is a system of
sat yawning and fidgeting in structured behavior the acquisition

each the twenty four language huts of which depends upon observation
in camp pukoopuklo this was their perception of both forms and mean-

ingsfirst morning after their arrival at imitation and repeated prac
the site suddenly there burst in tice except for the higher
upon them a handsome vivacious na level of abstraction and meaning
tive tongan who greeted them warmly characteristic of language we clas
with a malo e lelei thanks for being
wellwelflweilweliweinn gesturing to them to listen
carefully and repeat after him star
tied but determined the volunteers
began their first core drill session
of observation imitation and repe
titionaition within the hour they could
produce in tongan with almost flaw
less pronunciation hello how are
you fine thank you what is your
name my name is thanks
for coming good bye good bye
and the only english heard at all
during the entire class was spoken
by the native instructor as it was
being drilled

A theory for language acquisition
had already been outlined for volun sinaukofe pula models the samoan
teers in a short bulletin prepared language as peace corps trainees

dale P strain to hear the exact pronounby crowley senior linguist ciaelationtion their classroom is afor the university of hawaii peace simply constructed booth withcorps space for eight students and an
the acquisition and use of lan-
guage

instructor
is not a problem solving sifysafy it as a complex skill perform-

anceactivity language may be used to along with athletic instru-
mentalsolve propromemsprodiemsproDimemsems dutout the stream of music and other manualspeech itself very rarely displays skills A complex skill performproblem solving the acquisition ance is one which requires theand use of language is not thestudythe study coordination of the muscular and

mr eric B shumway is an instruc-
tor

neurological systems
of english at the church col-

lege the pedagogical procedures follow-
edof hawaii and was language

coordinator for tonganiitongan1lTonganIInil in the in tonga II11 grew out of the above
university of hawaiis peace corps view of language and language learn-

inglanguage program I1 this means that the approach
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was principally audio lingual that no session was held in english with the
english was spoken during the drill author of the language text here the
sessions that all grammatical fea-
tures

volunteers were finally allowedallowedtoaskto ask
and vocabulary were heard questions in english about the tongan

understood and pronounced dozens language it was somewhat surprising
of times before they were ever seen and gratifying to see how few questions
on the printed page it also means there really were and how few volun
that classes were small no more teers were having serious difficulty
than six volunteers per instructor mastering tongan grammar these
that well trained native speakers of sessions usually ended upupinadiscusin a discus-

siontongan were the models and im-
mediate

of the authors experiences in
correctorscorrectors of speech pat-

terns
tonga

and that native tongan pro volunteer competence in reading
nunciationanunciationnuncia tion and accent were the goal and writing was an important second-

aryof every peace corp volunteer the goal of tonga II11 since tonga
theory was confirmed by the pro-
gress

is a phonemic language the volunteers
of the volunteers many vo-

lunteers
were assured that each meaningful

lunteers had already studied several sound in the language was repre-
sentedlanguages in universities and were by only one spelling symbol

dubious about this new theory and this one to one correspondence
approach but their doubts soon dis-
appeared

proved very convenient for they could
in the remarkable fluency spell a word as soon as they could

and understanding they acquired in a pronounce it also each lesson from
few short weeks the text included a page or two of

specialization offered reading and comprehension ex
ercisesexcisessince peace corps in tontraining weekly oral and written examina

a II11 involved intensive study andga tionseions were conducted by the instrucinstructspecializing in many different tors these examinations were more
areas culture and history of tonga measures than motivators since the
island science agriculture health volunteers were already highly mo
and hygiene science instruction in tivatedtiva ted daily evaluations were also
tongan public schools and TESL made of each volunteer and his mas
methods only five hours were de-
voted

tery of the material covered each
to language study a day four day

of these hours were spent in core progress was rapid in tonga II11

drill sessions as described above the volunteers could usually in-
ternalizein the evening however all volun-

teers ternalize a lesson in 10 hours of
sat in groups of fifteen and intensive drill and conversation most

simply listened to two or more ton lessons introduced four or five major
gan instructors converse in their grammatical features in five weeks
own language in these conversations all anouncementsannouncements and bulletins from
the tongans would talk naturally and the language office were written in
freely and at normal speed about the target language and volunteers
anything pertinent to tonga using were conversing in tongan at the
grammatical patterns already fami-
liar

dining tables
to the volunteers thus the A fitting conclusion to the ten

volunteers became more acquainted weeks of learning on molokai was
with the reality of the tongan langu-
age

the two week in country language
the intonation and accent of native training conducted at atele school

speakers their facial expressions and in tonga here the number of drill
body gestures this evening conver sessions were reduced and the amount
sationbation hour was a refreshment from of conversation practice increased
the drill session as well as valuable we were fortunate indeed to find
reinforcement to it dozens of willing tongan citizens

although the volunteers absorb-
ed

men women and many children who
most of the grammar of the came every day to spend hours in

tongan language through imitation and conversation with the volunteers
practice a weekly one hour grammar kava circles in the hushutshurs of villagers


